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Pssst. Hereâ€™s a secret â€“ Breitbart.com writer Kurt Schlichter, author of the hilarious #1  Kindle

Bestselling ebook "I Am a Conservative: Uncensored, Undiluted and Absolutely Un-PC," is not really

a liberal. Not by a long shot.Now heâ€™s back with "I Am a Liberal: A Conservativeâ€™s Guide to

Dealing With Natureâ€™s Most Irritating Mistake," and heâ€™s more caring than ever. But beware: if

youâ€™re interested in compromise, bipartisanship, and reasoned, rationale debates that end up

with wimpy conservatives pummeled and bloodied by their ruthless liberal opponents, move on.

This is not the book for you. If you want a field manual stuffed with un-PC essays and searing

mockery designed to make liberals cry, youâ€™re in the right place."I Am a Liberal" is an

uproarious, no-holds-barred study of the modern American liberal, taking aim squarely at the smug

snobs who, despite never having run anything, somehow imagine that they are morally and

technically qualified to run everything â€“ especially your life.Longer, funnier, and packed with more

go-for-the-throat sarcasm than its predecessor, "I Am a Liberal" takes no prisoners as it teaches

what every conservative needs to understand about:â€¢Liberal Argument Tacticsâ€¢Liberal

Historyâ€¢Surprising Liberal Facts â€¢The Collectivist Rainbowâ€™s Fifty Shades of Failâ€¢The

Curse of Open-Mindednessâ€¢And Much, Much More...From gutsy calls to honest reelection

slogans to Hollywoodâ€™s biggest morons, "I Am a Liberal" is a graduate-level education in

understanding and defeating what is truly Natureâ€™s most irritating mistake.
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Funny/serious and so true. Love his poke'm in the eye and kick'm in the ass plain as day logic. To

bad THEY can't see any of it for themselves.

Excellent book!

It was fantastic. I laughed until my anus ruptured. You may want to sit on an absorbent towel or

possibly puppy training pads. something before you read this.

Funny stuff from Kurt!

Funny book that had some great stuff to throw at liberals, but the tweets got a bit repetitive.

some good points and yet..Some of the things he says about liberals make pretty good sense.

Equally important are some of the things he does NOT say about conservatives. Some people rant

on the right to make money. Some people rant on the left to make money. I'm looking for books by

those who just want to be left alone. This isn't one of those. Still, both liberals and conservatives can

learn a lot by reading it. For that reason, I recommend it.

I follow Kurt Schlichter on Twitter and love his commentary there, so I knew I'd also love this book.

As soon as I read just the preface, I knew it would be an in your face, tell it like it is assessment of

the liberals we know and try to love. Kurt is known for being uncensored and un-PC and he certainly

doesn't disappoint with his latest endeavor to help us deal with 'nature's most irritating mistake'. I

work in a University so I have the honor of being surrounded by the liberal elite, those that know far

more than we could ever hope to. As I was reading the "I Am A Liberal" statements, it was just like a

day at the office. I've often wondered how people so intelligent and educated can be lacking

common sense. This book is a must read. Buy it, read it, and annoy a liberal but spouting the

awesome goodness that comes from it. Kudos Kurt, you're a king among men.



As conservatives, we sometimes have a hard time describing a liberal's belief system, because it's

like nailing jello to a wall. It just moves around too much. This book is a must read for anyone who

really wants to "get" it. Truly remarkable way of nailing that jello to the wall.
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